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BACKGROUND NOTE

As an Associate Writer and "bench coach" of the play, I joined the creative team of the production. The play was directed by Leif Henderson and co-directed by several other directors, including Stephen Bender and Bruce Fisher. The play was developed in workshops, where the cast and directors worked closely to refine the script and make changes. The play was performed at the Gay University of Wyoming, and the audience was composed of students, faculty, and the general public. The play was written and directed by a unique collaboration of faculty and students, and was performed in the fall of 1999.

AUTHORS NOTE

The Laminate Project was written through a unique collaboration with undergraduate and graduate students in the departments of drama and theatre. The project was supported by the University of Wyoming Theatre Department, and was performed in the fall of 1999. The project was directed by Leif Henderson and co-directed by several other directors, including Stephen Bender and Bruce Fisher. The play was performed in a unique collaboration of faculty and students, and was written and directed by a unique collaboration of faculty and students, and was performed in the fall of 1999.
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Director's Note

Sydney now has one of the most visible gay and lesbian populations in the world. Every year the city's LambdaOut Sydney hosts over 50,000 spectators and millions more watch on television. But this sea of gay and lesbian support across the world does not mean we can relax. The battle for equality and acceptance of gay and lesbian sexuality is far from won. It is a struggle that must continue to be waged, and the lead role in that struggle is played by the New York community. So perseverance is our national homophobia. In this country, anti-gay and lesbian sentiments are deeply rooted. They produce systems of law that fail to protect the rights of gay and lesbian people. In schools, in churches, and in communities around the country, anti-gay and lesbian violence is prevalent. In Australia, research has shown that homophobia is widespread. Although members of the gay community may be able to escape the oppression, the majority of the rest of the society remains mired in ignorance and misunderstanding. Gay and lesbian visibility is still rare, and in many parts of the world, it is criminal. The struggle for equality is far from over.
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The Three is the founder and artistic director of Reckoning Theatre Project, a New York City-based theatre company. For the past several years, The Three has directed or assisted in directing several productions for various companies, including The Three is the founder and artistic director of Reckoning Theatre Project, a New York City-based theatre company...
Finally, won SC. His solo show "Traveling Theater" in Columbus, Ohio recently produced by the professional company The New Play Theatre of ULI.

Sunbake Theater Lab and New York Theater Workshop

The Lame Pie: The Lame Pie was played at the University of the Arts, New York. The production was performed "in the round," with the audience seated on the stage, and the actors using the audience as part of the performance. The show was well received and enjoyed by the audience.

Kathleen Sheehan, author of the novel "The Lame Pie," is currently working on a new book, "The Lame Pie, Part II." The sequel is expected to be released in the fall of 2023.

The Lame Pie was most recently part of the Off-Broadway theater festival, "The New York Fringe Festival." The festival is held annually in August and features a variety of plays and musicals from around the world. The Lame Pie was featured in the festival's "New Voices" category, which highlights new and emerging talent.
Bliss, Oscar and Lydia, and Road to Nowhere.

Credits include My Brother Frank, Perfect Day, Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, and Murder Call. Her many features include various productions including ensemble theatre. The Lytton has also worked extensively in television with roles in various television series and on stage. A theatre company that is currently working on the growth and influence of the Welsh Regional Opera, the National Theatre Company of New Zealand, which is currently working on the growth and influence of the Welsh Regional Opera.

The Lytton has also worked extensively in television with roles in various television series and on stage. A theatre company that is currently working on the growth and influence of the Welsh Regional Opera.

The Lytton has also worked extensively in television with roles in various television series and on stage. A theatre company that is currently working on the growth and influence of the Welsh Regional Opera.

The Lytton has also worked extensively in television with roles in various television series and on stage. A theatre company that is currently working on the growth and influence of the Welsh Regional Opera.

The Lytton has also worked extensively in television with roles in various television series and on stage. A theatre company that is currently working on the growth and influence of the Welsh Regional Opera.
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HEAD WRITING
Garth Paine is a freelance composer, sound designer, and installation artist. He has been commissioned extensively in Australia, the United Kingdom and around the world. In 1999 Garth Paine was composer in residence at the Staatskulturhaus (State Institute for Music Research) in the city of Würzburg, Germany, producing original compositions and sound designs for over 30 film, theatre, dance and installation projects. His music has been heard in concert halls around the world, and his work is included in the collections of the Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney, and the National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne. He has also worked on numerous film and television projects, including the award-winning television series "Rescue and Restore" and the film "The Boy Who Knew Everything". His music has been performed at festivals such as the Melbourne International Festival and the Sydney Festival. His latest project is the sound design for the opera "The Magic Flute" at the Opera Australia in Sydney.
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